®

Replacement
KB100-ST, KB110 & KB111 Shock Instructions
P/N 874-KIT-ST (KB100-ST)
P/N 875-KIT (KB110)
P/N 876-KIT (KB111)

Materials Included:
Shock (1pc)

Screwdriver

Tools Required:
Phillips and Flat Head Screwdrivers
1. Remove the baby changing station from the wall by unscrewing the
mounting screws from the inside of the unit. Place the unit face down on a
soft material (ex: a blanket) to protect the stainless steel finish.
2. The shock can be accessed on the back side of the station. On both ends
of the gas shock there is a “C” clip that holds the shock onto the ball stud.
To remove the gas shock carefully slide a Flat Head screwdriver in-between
the shock and the “C” clip at the top of the shock. Once the tension on the
“C” clip is removed you will be able to pull the gas shock off the ball stud.
3. For recessed models, position the baby changing station on a 4” x 4” x
36” (102 mm x 102 mm x 914 mm) wooden block (or similar surface) so
that the trim flange around the unit hangs over the edge of the block without
touching the surface below. For wall mounted models stand on a blanket
or other soft material to protect the stainless steel finish. Open the door of
the baby changing station all of the way. You should be able to locate the
lower ball stud on the bottom of the door. Use a long Flat Head screwdriver
to release the C clip on the lower ball stud, by inserting it into the shock
opening.
4. Slide the thin end of the replacement shock down through the hole in the
back of the unit. Snap the replacement shock onto the lower ball stud. Make
sure the shock is secured to the ball stud by slightly twisting the shock to
make sure that it does not come unhooked.
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5. Close the door of the Baby Changing Station all of the way. With the door
completely closed compress the shock by pressing downward so that it can
be attached to the upper ball stud. Snap the shock onto the ball stud. Twist
the shock to make sure that it does not come unattached from the ball stud.
6. Open and close door of unit several times to make sure that the shock
is functioning properly. Remount unit following the proper installation
instructions that were provided with the unit. Once the unit is properly
installed, check the shock several times by opening and closing the Baby
Changing Station.
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